UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

SEP 1 2 2011
DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR

Alan H. Vicory Jr.
Executive Director
Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation Commission
5735 Kellogg Avenue
Cincinnati, Ohio 45228
Dear Mr. Vicory:

~

Thank you for your August 2, 2011, letter concerning the Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation
Commission's collaboration with the Electric Power Research Institute to develop a regional water
quality trading program in the Ohio River Basin. The purpose of this multi-state program, to be known
as the Ohio River Basin Trading Project, is to produce cost effectively water-quality credits for nitrogen
and phosphorus in advance of any regulatory requirements for capping these nutrients in the watershed.
As you are aware, through our participation in discussions with the trading group, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency supports your efforts to initiate water-quality trading in the Ohio
River Basin using pilot trades. We also want to acknowledge the key role and excellent efforts of the
U.S. Department of Agriculture in working with the group to facilitate the establishment of
environmental markets that would allow trading across sectors. We agree with your observation that this
trading project comports with the nutrient reduction framework contemplated by the EPA and described
in a March 16, 2011, memorandum to the EPA's regional offices from Nancy Stoner, acting assistant
administrator for the Office of Water.
We understand from your letter that you are seeking some clarity from the EPA as you complete the
design of the trading project and define a set of pilot trades. It is likely that the implementation of such a
program will be a learning process for federal and state regulators and stakeholders, and, as such, we
need to remain somewhat flexible in our approaches. While you seek concurrence from the EPA on
specific incentives for these pilot trades, we emphasize that these incentives must align with the Clean
Water Act and are at the states' discretion as they have been authorized by the EPA to administer the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System program.
You ask if states may offer credit purchasers lower retirement ratios as an incentive for early
participation in pilot trades. Retirement ratios are considered a discretionary program design element of
trading programs generally intended to favor or to better ensure environmental protection. As one tool
within an overall framework of verification and accountability, however, we agree that under certain
circumstances a state may provide lower ratios as an incentive for pilot trades.
The use of uncertainty ratios is standard practice in trading programs. We believe that your plans to
explore ways to reduce those ratios to increase participation are worth consideration. In particular,
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efforts to field test best-management-practices efficiencies and actual load reductions as well as getting
better model estimates all lead to greater certainty of outcomes and thus support lower uncertainty ratios
- again at the discretion of the regulatory authority.
It is difficult to definitively answer your question on future compliance assumptions and requirements in
advance of knowing the actual regulatory drivers that might be put in place in the Ohio River Basin.
However, we understand that after those drivers are established, the parties involved in the pilot trades
might expect assurances that their voluntary efforts will be recognized. We believe those assurances
could take several forms, where applicable, including the ones outlined in your letter. Keep in mind the
details of these options, such as how a total maximum daily load that recognizes prior action would need
to be worked out with the state regulators, with concurrence from the EPA's regional staff. The same
would be true of applicable eligibility criteria for NPDES compliance schedules. Also, a facility cannot
trade to meet an applicable technology-based effluent limitation unless specifically authorized to do so.

Thank you for your leadership role, along with Electric Power Research Institute, in thinking proactively
about achieving nutrient reductions in the Ohio River Basin, thus advancing the protection of our
nation's waters. It is the EPA's policy that water-quality trading is an important Clean Water Act tool.
Your advocacy of trading through pilot trades sends an important, material signal that finding solutions
to nitrogen and phosphorus pollution is possible and must include multiple stakeholders. We are
confident that the EPA's regions, working in concert with the states, will support and be engaged in the
Ohio River Basin Trading Project and will help to explore these and other incentives that promote water
quality improvement while reducing costs.
If you have further questions, please contact Ellen Gilinsky, senior policy advisor in the Office of Water,
at (202) 564-2549 or gilinsky.ellen@epa.gov or your staff may call Bob Rose, also in the Office of
Water, at (202) 564-0322 or rose.bob@epa.gov.

Bob Perciasepe

